
After School Club – The Dragon’s Den
SESSION 4  Autumn Term - Monday 18th October 2021

What the children need: a writing journal, writing equipment
and tablet per pupil or in pairs/threes and a screen at the front
of the class that everyone can see.

Oral Game –modeled by the team and then played in pairs
orally – no tablet needed at this point. This week, we will be
inventing a list of things of different colour and putting them
into creative sentences, using this pattern:

Yellow is the moon-curve of a banana.
Blue is a parrot’s ruffled feathers.
Orange is a warning light at the crossroads.

Red Orange Yellow Green Blue

Black White Pink Brown Grey

Guest slot – This week we chat with the poet Joshua Seigal, a
poet and performer who spends a lot of his time working with
schools running writing workshops and performing. Josh will be
talking about and reading three poems.

Joshua Seigal is a poet, performer and workshop
leader who visits schools and institutions around
the world. I am the winner of the 2020 Laugh Out
Loud Book Award, and my poetry collections are
published by Bloomsbury. Please check out my
website for free poems and fun stuff!
www.joshuaseigal.co.uk
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http://www.joshuaseigal.co.uk


Vote for me for the People’s Book Prize (it takes 20 seconds):
https://peoplesbookprize.com/summer-2021/yapping-away/

It helps if the children have the three poems below available to
look at while Joshua is reading and to refer to when responding.
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ZZZZZZZZZZZZZAP! (published in ‘Welcome to My Crazy Life’)

Whenever something frightens me,
if ever I feel blue,
there’s something very simple
that I’d really love to do;
the kind of superpower
that would conquer all my fears -
I’d simply point my finger and then
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZAP!

it disappears.

I’d zap away the bullies
and I’d zap away the ghouls,
and when the weekend’s over
I would zap away my school.
I’d zap away my braces
and the pimple on my nose.
I’d simply click my finger and then
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZAP!

away it goes.

I’d zap away the angry words
between my mum and dad.
I’d zap away the arguments
that make me feel sad.
And sometimes, after having had
a truly dismal day,
I almost wish that I could even
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZAP!

myself away.

I’d zap away the demons
that reside within my head.
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I’d close my eyes and hold my breath
and then I’d zap them dead.
I’d zap away the worries
that go on and on and on.
I’d take a gulp then give a wink and then I’d
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZAP!

them gone.

Whenever something comes along
and brings up all my rage,
and makes me feel like a tiger
trapped inside a cage,
I’d really love to zap it.
That’s what I would like to do.
So do not make angry or I might even
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZAP!

you.

Joshua Seigal
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I Don’t Like Poetry (published in ‘I Don’t Like Poetry’)

I don’t like similes.
Every time I try to think of one
my brain feels like a vast, empty desert;
my eyes feel like raisins floating in an ocean;
my fingers feel like sweaty sausages.

I don’t like metaphors.
Whenever I attempt them
a hammer starts beating in my chest;
lava starts running through my veins;
zombies have a fight in my stomach.

I don’t like alliteration.
We learnt about it in school
but it’s seriously, stupendously silly;
definitely drastically difficult;
terribly, troublingly tricky.

I don’t like onomatopoeia.
I wish I could blow it up
with a ZAP! and a BANG! and a CRASH!;
a BOOM! and a CLANG! and a POW!;
a CLASH! and a BAM! and a THUD!

And I don’t like repetition
I don’t like repetition
I don’t like repetition...

Joshua Seigal
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Colours (published in ‘I Don’t Like Poetry’)

Green describes me.
It is fresh and bright and vibrant.
It is a colour that breathes oxygen
into the universe.
Green is replete with the dawning
of possibilities.
It’s a new-born idea springing into life;
it’s the feeling of wet grass
in summertime.

Red describes me.
It is angry, bitter, bubbling.
It is a colour that flashes a frown
and gnashes its teeth.
Red is fighting to escape its skin,
desperate to punch, kick and maim.
It’s a wild tiger in a tiny cage;
it’s a toddler screaming
on a supermarket floor.

Yellow describes me.
It is pale, sickly, withering.
It is a colour that remains
when the spirit has left.
Yellow is a patient
in a hospital bed.
It’s the slow decay of blunted teeth;
It’s your clothes coming out the dryer,
ruined.

Joshua Seigal
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Padlet – Children write a response to the poems. They can ask
Joshua questions and they might comment on:

● questions – for the author
● likes – word choices, images, ideas
● puzzles – things that seem a mystery
● connections – links with other pieces of writing
● memories – has anything ever happened like this
● feelings – what it made you feel
● patterns – how does the pattern help the effect
● techniques – sound effects or word play or imagery
● most memorable – which part really worked and why

I like the part where…

I’m not sure…

I’m puzzled about….

This made me think of…

This reminded me of ….

The part where it says…. made me feel…. because…

The pattern makes the reader….

The best technique used…

The most memorable part is….

Jotcast activity –Now we try using some of Joshua’s ideas to
write lines about which colour describes YOU and your different
moods:
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(Name of colour) describes me. It is…………….

Red describes me. It is a strawberry’s polished surface.

Brown describes me. It is the wings of a red kite hovering at the
roadside.

Green describes me. It is the sudden leap of an idea like a frog.

Here are some things that are different colours but you may
well be able to think of your own.

Red
blood 
chilli
fire
fire engine
hair
heart 
poppy
post box
rose petals
strawberry

Orange

apricot
baked beans
basketball
carrot 
flame 
goldfish 
marmalade
cats
peppers
pumpkin 

Yellow
bananas
butter 
canary
cheese 
corn 
daffodils
ducklings
lemon 
stars
sun 

Green
broccoli
cactus
emerald
frogs 
grass 
leaves
lettuce
limes
lizard 
mint 

Blue
blue whale 
butterly
eye
gas fire flame
blueberry 
grapes
jeans 
Neptune
pacific ocean 
sky 

Black
bat 
car tyre
cloak
coal 
crow 
mine shaft
night
rook
shadow
skin

White
cloud
cream
doves
milk 
paper 
sheep 
snow 
sugar 
talcum powder
tennis ball

Pink
candy floss
cherry blossom
cotton
flamingo 
pig 
raspberries
skin
slice of ham
tongue
tulips

Brown
acorn 
bears
chocolate
coconuts
conkers
cow
dogs
tree bark
violin 
wood 

Grey
elephant 
fire ash
grey parrot
metal nails
mouse 
old hair
pebbles
pigeon feathers
seal 
wolf fur
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Gallery Challenge  - a colourful pattern:

1. Divide a piece of art paper into four.

2.  Draw on a simple pattern, intersecting each quarter.

3. Colour carefully, using oil pastels.
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Blogging Activity – The big challenge – Write your own piece of
poetic writing  that explores your relationship with a colour or
colours.

Audio Challenge – record and perform your poem.

Joshua’s Poem starts like this:
Green describes me.
It is fresh and bright and vibrant.
It is a colour that breathes oxygen
into the universe.
Green is replete with the dawning
of possibilities.
It’s a new-born idea springing into life;
it’s the feeling of wet grass
in summertime.

My Poem starts like this:

Blue describes me.
It is soft and yet deep and rough as an ocean.
It is a colour that wraps the earth
In a blue shell.
Blue is a Neptune’s eye staring through space.
It’s a flicker of fragile wings.
It’s the ink that reveals
a poem.

These notes are © Pie Corbett 2021
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